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COURSE CODE: CMP 112 

COURSE TITLE: PROGRAMMING ESSENTIALS 

NUMBER OF UNITS: 3 Units 

COURSE DURATION: Three hours per week 

 

COURSE LECTURER: ACHEME DAVID 

INTENDED LEARNING OUTCOMES 

At the completion of this course, students are expected to: 

1. Define the concept of programming and levels of programming language 

2. Understand all the programming paradigms 

3. Understand the concept of algorithms and methods of representing algorithms 

4. Apply the concept of algorithm to express solutions to simple problems 

5.  Write simple programs in QBasic Programming language. 

 

COURSE DETAILS:  

Week 1-2:  Introduction to concept of programming logic, programs, Levels of 

programming languages 

 Week 3-4: Concept of algorithms: flowcharts and pseudocode with emphasis on; Develop 

algorithms to solve a wide range of common programming problems 

Week 5-6: Introduction to the QBASIC Programming Language, the syntax data types 

and concept of variables 

Week 7-8: Design, implement, debug and test small programs using at Qbasic 

Programming language 

Week 9-10: Use common programming tools such as compilers, editors and debuggers. 

Week 11: Compare and contrast the different paradigms, understanding the relative 

advantages and disadvantages of each; (d) 

Week 12: Revision 
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RESOURCES 

• Lecturer’s Office Hours: 

• Dr. Japheth B. R. Mondays 12:30-2:30pm. 

• Mr. Acheme David, Wednesdays 2-4pm,  

• Course lecture Notes: http://www.edouniversity.edu.ng/oer/compsc/cmp122.pdf 

• Books: 

• Practical Introduction to Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis, C++ Edition, 2nd 

Edition by Clifford A. Shaffer. Prentice Hall, 2000. ISBN: 0-13-028-446-7. 

• Foundations of Multidimensional and Metric Data Structures by Hanan Samet. 
Morgan Kaufmann, 2006. ISBN: 0-12-369-446-9 (recommended). 

Programming Project: 

• Multiple parts (2 or 3). 

• Must be done in C/C++ 

• Homeworks + Project: ~ 30% of final grade. 

• Exams: 

• Final, comprehensive (according to university schedule): ~ 70% of final grade 

Assignments & Grading 

• Academic Honesty: All classwork should be done independently, unless explicitly stated otherwise on 

the assignment handout. 

• You may discuss general solution strategies, but must write up the solutions yourself. 

• If you discuss any problem with anyone else, you must write their name at the top of your assignment, 

labeling them “collaborators”. 

• NO LATE HOMEWORKS ACCEPTED 

• Turn in what you have at the time it’s due. 

• All homeworks are due at the start of class. 

• If you will be away, turn in the homework early. 

• Late Programming Assignments (projects) will not be accepted, but penalized according to the 

percentages given on the syllabus. 

PREAMBLE: 

Computers can perform different tasks. In school, students use computers for tasks such 

as writing papers, searching for articles, sending email, and participating in online classes. 

At work, people use computers to analyze data, make presentations, conduct business 

transactions, communicate with customers and coworkers, control machines in 

manufacturing facilities, and do many other things. At home, people use computers for 

tasks such as paying bills, shopping online, communicating with friends and family, and 

playing computer games. And don’t forget that cell phones, iPods, BlackBerries, car 

navigation systems, and many other devices are computers too. The uses of computers are 

almost limitless in our everyday lives. 

 

Computers can do such a wide variety of things because they are programmed to do so. 

This means that computers are not designed to do just one job, but to do any job that their 

programs tell them to do. By definition, a computer system is a device that accepts input 

known as data from the user, process the inputs based on a set of instructions called 

program and produce the results or output also called information.  
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A program is a set of instructions that a computer follows to perform a task, for example, 

Microsoft Word and Adobe Photoshop. Microsoft Word is a word processing program 

that allows you to create, edit, and print documents with your computer. Adobe Photoshop 

is an image editing program that allows you to work with graphic images, such as photos 

taken with your digital camera. 

 

These Programs are commonly referred to as software. Software is essential to a computer 

because it controls everything the computer does. All of the software that we use to make 

our computers useful is created by individuals working as programmers or software 

developers. A programmer, or software developer, is a person with the training and skills 

necessary to design, create, and test computer programs. Computer programming is an 

exciting and rewarding career. Today, you will find programmers’ work used in business, 

medicine, government, law enforcement, agriculture, academics, entertainment, and many 

other fields. 

This course introduces you to the fundamental concepts of computer programming using 

the beginners’ language known as BASIC programming language. 

ALGORITHMS 

Recall that programming is a problem-solving approach. To develop programs that will 

solve human problems efficiently, there is a need for a step-by-step representation of the 

solutions before transforming them into computer programs using specific computer 

languages. An algorithm is a representation of a solution to a problem. It is procedure for 

solving a problem in finite number ofsteps. Algorithms provide step-by-step methods of 

accomplishing a task. 

 

An algorithm is procedure consisting of a finite set of unambiguous rules (instructions) 

which specify a finite sequence of operations that provides the solution to a problem, or 

to a specific class of problems for any allowable set of input quantities (if there are inputs). 

In other word, an algorithm is a step-by-step procedure to solve a given problem 

Alternatively, we can define an algorithm as a set or list of instructions for carrying out 

some process step by step. 

 

General Rules for flowcharting 
 

1. All boxes of the flowchart are connected with Arrows. (Not lines)   
2. Flowchart symbols have an entry point on the top of the symbol with no other entry 

points. The exit point for all flowchart symbols is on the bottom except for the 

Decision symbol.  

3. The Decision symbol has two exit points; these can be on the sides or the bottom 

and one side.  
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4. Generally a flowchart will flow from top to bottom. However, an upward flow can 

be shown as long as it does not exceed 3 symbols.  

5. Connectors are used to connect breaks in the flowchart. Examples are:   
• From one page to another page.   
• From the bottom of the page to the top of the same page.  

• An upward flow of more than 3 symbols  

6. Subroutines and Interrupt programs have their own and independent flowcharts.  

7. All flow charts start with a Terminal or Predefined Process (for interrupt programs 

or subroutines) symbol.  

8. All flowcharts end with a terminal or a contentious loop.  
 
Flowcharting uses symbols that have been in use for a number of years to represent the 

type of operations and/or processes being performed. The standardized format provides a 

common method for people to visualize problems together in the same manner. The use 

of standardized symbols makes the flow charts easier to interpret; however, standardizing 

symbols is not as important as the sequence of activities that make up the process. 

 

Examples of Algorithms and Flowcharts 
 
Example 1:Design an algorithm and the corresponding flowchart for adding the testscores 

as given below: 
 

26, 49, 98, 87, 62, 75 

a) Algorithm 
 

1. Start   
2. Sum = 0  

3. Get the first testscore  

4. Add first testscore to sum  

5. Get the second testscore  

6. Add to sum  

7. Get the third testscore  

8. Add to sum  

9. Get the Forth testscore  

10. Add to sum  

11. Get the fifth testscore  

12. Add to sum  

13. Get the sixth testscore  

14. Add to sum  

15. Output the sum  

16. Stop  
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PSEUDOCODE  
Pseudocode is one of the tools that can be used to write a preliminary plan that can 

bedeveloped into a computer program. Pseudocode is a generic way of describing 

an algorithm without use of any specific programming language syntax. It is, as the 

name suggests, pseudo code —it cannot be executed on a real computer, but it 

models and resembles real programming code, and is written at roughly the same 

level of detail. 
 

 
 

The following pseudo-code describes an algorithm which will accept twonumbers 

from the keyboard and calculate the sum and product displaying the answer on the 

monitor screen. 
 

Use variables sum, product, number1, number2 of type 

real display “Input two numbers” 

accept number1, number2 sum 

start 

yes 

Get a value 

Value=-

1 

Print sum 

Sum=0 

Sum=sum+value 

start 

No 
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= number1 + number2 print 

“The sum is “, sum 

product = number1 * number2 

print “The Product is “, product 

end program 

 

 

INTRODUCTION TO QBASIC 
 
BASIC stands for Beginner’s All Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. It was 

invented in 1963, at Dartmouth College, by the mathematicians John George 

Kemeny and Tom Kurtzas. 
 
BASIC is an interpreter which means it reads every line, translates it and lets the 

computer execute it before reading another. Each instruction starts with a line 

number. 
 
FEATURES OF QBASIC 
 

1. It is a user friendly language.   
2. It is widely known and accepted programming language.   
3. It is one of the most flexible languages, as modification can easily be done in 

already existing program.   
4. Language is easy since the variables can be named easily and uses simple 

English phrases with mathematical expressions.  

 

RULES OF QBASIC 

Every programming language has a set of rules that have to be followed while 

writing a program; following are some rules of QBASIC language: 

 
1. All QBasic programs are made up of series of statements, which are executed in 

the order in which they are written.   
2. Every statement should have at least one QBasic command word. The words that 

BASIC recognizes are called keywords.   
3. All the command words have to be written using some standard rules, which are 

called “Syntax Rules”. Syntax is the grammar of writing the statement in a 
language. Syntax Errors are generated when improper syntax is detected.  

4. Basic program files must be saved with a file extension name of .bas. For a 
QBASIC program to run, it must be saved. 
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Example Program: Program to print first 10 multiple 
of any number input.  

10 Input “Enter any number “,n  
 

20 for I= 1 to 10 
 

30 Print n; ”x” ;I “=” n* i 
 

40 next 

 
5

0 

e

n

d 

Output :   

10 x 1 = 10 

10 x 2 = 20 

10 x 3 = 30 

10 x 4 = 40 
 

……. 

 

 

WHILE...WEND 

The WHILE...WEND commands continue a loop until a specified expression is 

false. 

To use WHILE...WEND: 

1. Place an expression after WHILE 

2. Enter a list of commands 

3. Place WEND at the end 

 

The general syntax for the WHILE…WEND loop is as follow; 

WHILE [logical expression] 

 Stmt-1 

 Stmt-2 

 … 

 Stmt-n 

WEND 
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Example include; 

5     x = 10 

10   WHILE x < 15 

15         PRINT x 

20         x = x + 1 

25   WEND 

Recall: x=x+1 is a counter 

Output : 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
 

THE DO… LOOP 

This loop uses both WHILE 

and UNTIL keywords. 

WithDO...LOOP you can: 

1. Loop until an expression is true 

2. Loop at least one time regardless of whether the expression is true or not. 

  

To use DO...LOOP: 

1. Specify whether the loop continues "while" the expression is true 

or"until" the expression is true, using the WHILE and UNTIL statements, 

respectively. 

2. Place an expression after WHILE/UNTIL 

3. Enter a list of commands 

4. Place LOOP at the end 

 

The syntax for the Do…WHILE loop is given below; 

  DO WHILE [logical expression] 

   Stmt-1 

   Stmt-2 

   … 

   Stmt-n 
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  LOOP 

The following uses the WHILE statement: 

x = 10 

DO WHILE x < 15 

PRINT x 

x = x + 1 

LOOP 

The syntax for DO…UNTIL loop is given below; 

DO UNTIL [logical expression] 

   Stmt-1 

   Stmt-2 

   … 

   Stmt-n 

  LOOP 

This program uses the UNTIL statement: 

x = 10 

DO UNTIL x = 15 

PRINT x 

x = x + 1 

LOOP 

The both output: 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

 

If you place the expression at the end of the loop instead, the program goes through 

the loop at least once. 

x = 32 

DO 

PRINT x 

x = x + 1 

LOOP WHILE x < 5 

This is the output because the loop was only gone through one time: 

32 
The Sample program for a DO WHILE Loop 
*** This program adds a list of positive integers. *** 
CLS 
Sum = 0 
INPUT "Enter the first number (-l to quit): ", Number 
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DO WHILE Number <> -1  
Sum = Sum + Number 
INPUT "Enter the next number (quit if -1): ", Number 
LOOP 
PRINT "The sum is"; Sum 
END 

Program Output 

Enter the first number (quit if -1): 24 

Enter the next number (quit if -1): 18 

Enter the next number (quit if -1): 91 

Enter the next number (quit if -1): -1 

The sum is 133 

Notice that Sum is set to zero immediately before the loop is entered. Technically, 

this statement is not needed. QBasic automatically sets the values of numeric 

variables to zero and string variables to the null (empty) string before execution 

begins. However, it is good programming practice to initialize variables yourself, 

rather than depending on "default" initializations. 
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